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Too many books?

• Contemplating overcrowded shelves and their 
overflow on the floor, I felt inclined to pen a 
pungent literary note urging authors and 
publishers to cultivate continence

• Siegfried Sassoon, Siegfried’s Journey, 1916-1920. 
Faber & Faber Ltd, 1945: 143



Too much data kills data

• Too much data kills data

• This is mostly opinion

• But considered opinion after actually talking
to scholars across Europe 

• I treat some major issues, and give a lot of 
sheer provocation as that stimulates debate



Poor Policy and Dastardly Databases

• Poor Policy
– Too much policy is based on mantras without looking

closely at how and why the SSH behave in the way
they do

• Dastardly databases
– Humanities scholars are often, rightly, suspicious of 

databases

The reality is we need MORE, but better
databases, and hopefully informed policy



Putting policy in a global picture: are 
we living with a myth?

• Medieval Scholarly model
– Dominated by the classics

• Humboldt – Newman models
– Based on independant scholarly excellence

• Bologna model
– Lower standards, mass education without serious

policy

• Management model
– Students are income



The Mass Education Conundrum

• For mass HE you need:
– Some informed research to

• maintain a semblance of the Humboldt-Newman 
model

• Have sufficient prestige to get the best students who
will pay more

– Teachers
• Lots of teachers provided they are paid less

– Lots of students

– And do you really need research?



Can mass education maintain high
quality research?

• Science needs manpower
– Small number of leaders, a large number of ‘super-

technicians’ with D’s
– Multiple author publishing maintains a semblance of 

research activity

• SSH needs teachers
– Non-PhD holders are cheap
– Teaching fellows can be excellent researchers who

simply don’t get paid for research
– Teaching or not, PhD holders need to publish for 

recruitment and promotion



UK employment pattern: the rich
model

• Research fellows v. teaching fellows

• REF based on what universities select to put 
forward from researchfellows only

• Teaching fellows are often frustrated
researchers whose work is not recognised

• REF is not a true picture of output

– But it may be honest in terms of publishing needs



French employment pattern: the other
model

• CNRS
– The lucky few, and very few in H

• Universities
– Full tenure for lecturers – MCF and PU

– Mass teaching by school teachers – PRAG, PRCE

– All lecturers have a 50:50 breakdown of workload
between teaching and research

– Publish or perish means no promotion, so anything
goes if a system has inadequate quality assessment

• Not only France has this problem



Too many SSH Indians?

• Mass HE may mean mass output
• Mass output does not mean mass quality
• To understand quality, you need to know about 

motivation
• ‘I’ publish

– To get a job
– To get a promotion
– because it is expected
– because I have something to say

• Good evaluation can promote the chiefs, but does not 
denigrate the indians



Moving on 

• So much for the background

• So what about books?

• And showing why apparent poor policy is not 
always so poor if rethought



Who publishes books? REF 2014



Do H and SS behave in the same way? 
(REF 2014)



Why some do not write books?

• The difference between a PhD and a doctoral 
degree

• The acid test lies in the Ph

• Science tends to be task-based

• Humanities tend to be epistemology-based

• The former is easily journal based, the latter 
seeks to explain itself, and that can require a 
book.



The key question in book terms

• Does this all lead to too many books?

• How can we separate the wheat from the 
chaff, or is all grist for the mill?

• What is the reality on the ground?



Really looking at SSH output

• More database problems

– REF gives a broad picture, but a selective one

– RIBAC gives a full picture, but only of CNRS research

– IMPRESSH is bottom up, but small and unfunded

• Answers

– A Europe wide data base that includes all outputs 
using multiple bottom up typologies 

– Talking to researchers about their motivations

• In a word - ENRESSH



What researchers say. 

• Book chapters often come about after specialized
events - it is easier to get innovative ideas published
here than in traditional peer-reviewed journals which
tend to be more conservative.

• Some major topics deserve books, other (less massive
but relevant as well) need articles. If well connected
with other chapters, book chapters too may be the
best way to treat an object. Editing and supervising the
production of a miscellaneous work may be a relevant
scientific task, if the work is not conceived as a mere
sum of self-referential contributes.



What do researchers say

• RobinBa data

– Books should be reserved for in depth works by
mature scholars

– Journals and proceedings are far better for
intermediary work

– All books need to be taken into accont, including
those published in non-ISBN countries



Getting criteria clear

• Define what a book is
• Is an ISBN sufficient? The argument is circular
• Is a thesis a book?

– It should be made available
– It can have an ISBN
– But is it genuinely a mature book writen for a wide

audiance?

• Getting terminology clear and shared
– What is a monograph
– What is collected work
– What are proceedings



Evaluating books

• Evaluate motivation
• Evaluate publishers

– How genuine is there peer review
– Crap publishers do not necessarily mean crap books

• Evaluate content
– Pre-publication peer review
– Post-publication published reviews

• But how competetent is the reviewer?

• Evaluate availability
– Does the book reach a genuine audience?
– Is long-term distribution ensured?



A wealth of data, simplistic policy

• Getting rid of the rigid academic non-academic
divide

• Non-academic data is where most impact lies

• Hybrid publications – mixed audiences – are vital 
in literary studies, history and political sciences

• Some textbooks can only be written by field
specialists

• Proceedings may be the norm in some disciplines



The Open Access problem

• Poor policy

– Is it adapted to the SSH (non) funding model

– Author-Payer mostly means researcher payer,
why should we pay to do our own job?

– Is it adapted to the variety of outputs used in the
SSH?

– Is it adapted to the book publications patterns of
the H?



What role for Open Access?

• Humanities data is often available, but cannot
necessarily be open source

• A monograph is a personal statement, usually
written in the author’s own time, so author
decides where and when it is published

• Collected works are more at risk and a realistic
green OA embargo could reduce loss

• What place for Open Access?
– Defining the academic core



The Academic Core

• Work essentially aimed at readers within a
discipline or between close disciplines. Only
these can be mandatory Open Access in the
context of funded research
– Theses

– Proceedings

– Collected works

– Reports

– Technical or policy documents



Some tentative conclusions

• A database should contain all the output by an academic
• For evaluation purposes, the totality of the output should

be taken into account
• Only the author can justify the choice of output type and

defend his/her work
• An academic core needs to be identified and this

can/should be in Open Access
• A publication model that makes OA publishing of the core

possible for all without the cash going to the big scroungers
or the poor pay-to-publish parasites

• The Academic core does not automatically relate to
evaluation



Thank you for putting up with my
ranting


